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How Sara and Jeff Met

Jeff and Sara met at an incredibly romantic location-- Location . Both Number years old, Jeff and

Sara were working there over the summer between their freshman and sophomore years of college. Jeff had been

working there since he was 14, Verb ending in ing carts and cashiering--while Sara was a newcomer and

Past tense verb in the deli and bakery.

It was actually Sara's Relative who spotted Jeff first, telling her there was a Adjective cashier";

she should Present tense verb to! Then one day Sara was stocking the rotisserie Animal plural by the

u-scans where Jeff was working, which prompted their first meeting.

From then on, Jeff and Sara would Present tense verb on their lunch breaks, getting to know each other. They

had both been in marching band in high school and had grown up just Number minutes down the

Noun from each other. Seemingly very different--Jeff pursuing an engineering degree, and Sara

majoring in art--conversation was very Adjective and the two clicked right away.



Just a month later the two were officially "dating"; and Number weeks into their relationship, Jeff helped

Sara move into school at the University of Dayton. Her roommates were surprised they had only been together

for such a short period of time--they were so Emotion around each other already!

The next few years consisted of Number trips back and forth between Location and

Location where Jeff attended Name of university . They Past tense verb to places near and

far--Chicago, Boston, the Smokey Mountains, Cancun, and more. Jeff and Sara were blessed to experience all

the fun that Noun has to offer together, gaining new friendships and becoming a part of each others

families.

Sara graduated a year before Jeff and moved in with him in Columbus, Ohio. She got a job at Location

while



he finished up school. It was that May, of Year that Jeff proposed at Location while on a picnic.

Since then they have been busy planning the Noun as well as embarking on new adventures. Jeff got a

wonderful job as a Occupation trainee for Nestle. A rotational program, the couple spent one year in

Cleveland, Ohio, and just this past June moved to Jonesboro, Arkansas. Jeff is currently a team leader in a

factory that makes Food and more. Sara is a server at Restaurant . Recently, they brought home a

beautiful little Pembroke Welsh Corgi puppy named Name

In the next year and a half or two Jeff and Sara will move on to another location, yet to be determined as their

journey together continues as Noun and Noun .
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